Abstract-Open star clusters from the MWSC (Milky Way Star Clusters) catalogue have been used to determine the Galactic rotation parameters. The circular rotation velocity of the solar neighborhood around the Galactic center has been found from data on more than 2000 clusters of various ages to be V 0 = 236 ± 6 km s −1 for the adopted Galactocentric distance of the Sun R 0 = 8.3 ± 0.2 kpc. The derived angular velocity parameters are Ω 0 = 28.48 ± 0.36 km s −1 kpc −1 , Ω ′ 0 = −3.50 ± 0.08 km s −1 kpc −2 , and Ω ′′ 0 = 0.331 ± 0.037 km s −1 kpc −3 . The influence of the spiral density wave has been detected only in the sample of clusters younger than 50 Myr. For these clusters the amplitudes of the tangential and radial velocity perturbations are f θ = 5.6±1.6 km s −1 and f R = 7.7 ± 1.4 km s −1 , respectively; the perturbation wavelengths are λ θ = 2.6 ± 0.5 kpc (i θ = −11
Abstract-Open star clusters from the MWSC (Milky Way Star Clusters) catalogue have been used to determine the Galactic rotation parameters. The circular rotation velocity of the solar neighborhood around the Galactic center has been found from data on more than 2000 clusters of various ages to be V 0 = 236 ± 6 km s −1 for the adopted Galactocentric distance of the Sun R 0 = 8. The influence of the spiral density wave has been detected only in the sample of clusters younger than 50 Myr. For these clusters the amplitudes of the tangential and radial velocity perturbations are f θ = 5.6±1.6 km s −1 and f R = 7.7 ± 1.4 km s −1 , respectively; the perturbation wavelengths are λ θ = 2.6 ± 0.5 kpc (i θ = −11
• ± 2 • ) and λ R = 2.1 ± 0.5 kpc (i R = −9
• ± 2 • ) for the adopted four-armed model (m = 4). The Sun's phase in the spiral density wave is (χ ⊙ ) θ = −62
• ± 9
• and (χ ⊙ ) R = −85
• ± 10
• from the residual tangential and radial velocities, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
When the Galaxy and its subsystems are studied, great significance is attached to the observational data quality. Open star clusters (OSCs) play an important role here, because the mean values of quite a few kinematic and photometric parameters derived from them are highly accurate, while fitting to appropriate theoretical isochrones based on probable cluster members allows one to reliably estimate the distances (with an error of about 20%) to OSCs and their ages. Open star clusters are used as a tool for studying the interstellar dust (Trumpler 1930; Clayton and Fitzpatrick 1987; Joshi 2005) , the vertical structure of the Galactic disk (Bonatto et al. 2006 ; Piskunov et al. 2006; Joshi 2007) , its age (Twarog and Anthony-Twarog 1989; Phelps 1997; Chaboyer et al. 1999 ), the metallicity distribution in it (Netopil et al. 2016 ), the age-metallicity relation (Friel 1995; Chen et al. 2003) , and the stellar evolution (Maeder and Infrared observations were also conducive to the appearance of large-scale catalogues of stellar proper motions. These include, for example, the XPM (Fedorov et al. 2009 (Fedorov et al. , 2011 or PPMXL (Röser et al. 2010) catalogues. In the new MWSC (Milky Way Star Clusters; Kharchenko et al. 2013 ) catalogue the mean proper motions were determined for ∼3000 OSCs using data from the PPMXL catalogue. It is important to note that the MWSC catalogue is complete within 1.8 kpc of the Sun, which is more than twice the completeness of the previous version of the catalogue compiled by these authors. The goal of this paper is to refine the rotation parameters of the Galaxy and its spiral structure using the latest data on open star clusters. For this purpose we use the MWSC catalogue.
DATA
The MWSC (Milky Way Star Clusters) catalogue was presented in Kharchenko et al. (2013) . It contains photometric and kinematic data on 3006 Galactic objects (stellar associations, open and globular clusters).
The MWSC catalogue surpasses considerably the previous COCD catalogue of these authors (Kharchenko et al. 2005a (Kharchenko et al. , 2005b in the number of open star clusters with age and distance estimates and kinematic data. To derive the mean proper motions of OSCs in MWSC, we used the stellar proper motions from the PPMXL catalogue (Röser et al. 2010) , in which their random errors range from 4 to 10 mas yr −1 . In systematic terms, the PPMXL catalogue is an extension of the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS) to faint stars, because it is tied to the Hipparcos (1997) catalogue.
The stellar proper motions in the PPMXL catalogue were obtained from a completely different material than in the ASCC-2. 63 OSCs with new distance and age determinations. We do not use the MWSC objects with descriptors like "a", "g", "n", and "s" (associations, globular clusters, nebulae, and asterisms). As a result, we produced a list of 2877 OSCs. For all these clusters there are estimates of their ages, distances, and proper motion components, while for 695 of them there are line-of-sight velocity estimates.
METHOD
We know three stellar velocity components from observations: the line-of-sight velocity V r and the two tangential velocity components V l = 4.74rµ l cos b and V b = 4.74rµ b along the Galactic longitude l and latitude b, respectively, expressed in km s −1 . Here, the coefficient 4.74 is the quotient of the number of kilometers in an astronomical unit by the number of seconds in a tropical year, and r is the heliocentric distance of the star in kpc. The proper motion components µ l cos b and µ b are expressed in mas yr −1 . The velocities U, V, W directed along the rectangular Galactic coordinate axes are calculated via the components V r , V l , V b :
where the velocity U is directed from the Sun toward the Galactic center, V is in the direction of Galactic rotation, and W is directed to the north Galactic pole. We can find two velocities, V R directed radially away from the Galactic center and V circ orthogonal to it in the direction of Galactic rotation, based on the following relations:
where the position angle θ obeys the relation tan θ = y/(R 0 − x), and x, y, z are the rectangular heliocentric coordinates of the star (the velocities U, V, W are directed along the corresponding x, y, z axes). The velocities V R and W barely depend on the pattern of the Galactic rotation curve. However, to analyze the periodicities in the tangential velocities, it is necessary to determine a smoothed Galactic rotation curve and to form the residual velocities ∆V circ .
To determine the parameters of the Galactic rotation curve, we use the equations derived from Bottlinger's formulas, in which the angular velocity Ω is expanded into a series to terms of the second order of smallness in r/R 0 :
where R is the distance from the star to the Galactic rotation axis:
The quantity Ω 0 is the angular velocity of Galactic rotation at the solar distance R 0 , the parameters Ω The influence of the spiral density wave in the radial, V R , and residual tangential, ∆V circ , velocities is periodic with an amplitude of ∼10 km s −1 . According to the linear theory of density waves (Lin and Shu 1964), it is described by the following relations:
where
is the phase of the spiral density wave (m is the number of spiral arms, i is the pitch angle of the spiral pattern, and χ ⊙ is the Sun's radial phase in the spiral density wave); f R and f θ are the amplitudes of the radial and tangential velocity perturbations, which are assumed to be positive.
In the next step, we apply a spectral analysis to study the periodicities in the velocities V R and ∆V circ . The wavelength λ (the distance between adjacent spiral arm segments measured along the radial direction) is calculated from the relation
Let there be a series of measured velocities V Rn (these can be both radial, V R , and tangential, ∆V circ , velocities), n = 1, . . . , N, where N is the number of objects. The objective of our spectral analysis is to extract a periodicity from the data series in accordance with the adopted model describing a spiral density wave with parameters f R , f θ , λ(i) and χ ⊙ . Having taken into account the logarithmic behavior of the spiral density wave and the position angles of the objects θ n , our spectral (periodogram) analysis of the series of velocity perturbations is reduced to calculating the square of the amplitude (power spectrum) of the standard Fourier transform (Bajkova and Bobylev 2012):
whereV λ k is the kth harmonic of the Fourier transform with wavelength λ k = D/k, D is the period of the series being analyzed,
The algorithm of searching for periodicities modified to properly determine not only the wavelength but also the amplitude of the perturbations is described in detail in .
The sought-for wavelength λ corresponds to the peak value of the power spectrum S peak . The pitch angle of the spiral density wave is derived from Eq. (9). We determine the perturbation amplitude and phase by fitting the harmonic with the wavelength found to the observational data. The following relation can also be used to estimate the perturbation amplitude:
Thus, our approach consists of two steps: (i) the construction of a smooth Galactic rotation curve and (ii) a spectral analysis of both radial, V R , and residual tangential, ∆V circ , velocities. Such a method was applied by Bobylev et al. (2008) to study the kinematics of young Galactic objects, by to analyze Cepheids, and by Bajkova (2013, 2015a) to determine the Galactic rotation curve from massive OB stars.
RESULTS
The system of conditional equations (3)- (5) is solved by the least-squares method with weights of the form
, where S 0 is the "cosmic" dispersion, σ Vr , σ V l , σ V b are the dispersions of the corresponding observed velocities. S 0 is comparable to the root-mean-square residual σ 0 (the error per unit weight) in solving the conditional equations (3)- (5); therefore, we adopted S 0 = 15 km s −1 . The OSC distance errors were assumed to be 20%.
Method I
First we obtained a solution based on a sample of OSCs for which the space velocities U, V, W could be calculated. As can be seen from Eqs.
(1), such clusters must be provided with the proper motions, line-of-sight velocities, and distances. In this case, each OSC gives the three conditional equations (3), (4), and (5). There are a total of 695 such clusters in the MWSC catalogue. We selected the OSCs satisfying the following constraint on the magnitude of the total space velocity:
The 3σ criterion was applied in solving the conditional equations ( Table 1 gives four solutions obtained in this approach for four age intervals. Apart from the values found for the six sought-for unknowns in Eqs. (3)- (5), Table 1 gives σ 0 , the number of OSCs N ⋆ , the number of equations in system N equation (3)-(5) after all rejections, and the Oort constants A and B.
Method II
In this approach we exploit all potentialities of the available data. The clusters with the proper motions, line-of-sight velocities, and distances give all three equations (3)- (5), while the clusters for which only the proper motions are available give only two (4) 
In this solution the error per unit weight is σ 0 = 22.3 km s −1 . The Galactic rotation velocity is V 0 = 236 ± 6 km s −1 (for R 0 = 8.3 ± 0.2 kpc), while the Oort constants A = −14.52 ± 0.32 km s −1 kpc −1 and B = 13.95 ± 0.48 km s −1 kpc −1 show that the Galactic rotation curve in the solar neighborhood is flatter than that in the case of solution (14) . Table 2 gives four solutions obtained in this approach for four age intervals.
In comparison with solution (14) , solution (15) has a higher value of σ 0 . This is due to a considerable increase in the random errors of the velocities V l and V b dependent on the proper motion errors and the errors in the distance estimates. Nevertheless, solution (15) has the following advantages over solution (14) : (i) the velocities U ⊙ and V ⊙ increase with OSC age more gradually, (ii) a more stable angular velocity Ω 0 for various age intervals is observed, and (iii) the errors in all six sought-for parameters decreased by a factor of 1.5.
The distribution of OSCs divided into four age groups on the Galactic XY plane is presented in Fig. 1 . To construct this figure, we used all 2877 OSCs without any restrictions. As can be seen from the figure, only the youngest clusters tend to concentrate toward the segments of the Carina-Sagittarius (number II in Fig. 1 ) and Perseus (number III in Fig. 1 ) spiral arms and the Local Arm (Bobylev and Bajkova 2014d).
Perturbations in the Velocities from the Density Wave
In both Table 1 and Table 2 the errors per unit weight σ 0 for the youngest clusters are larger than those for older clusters. This is due to the influence of the spiral density wave on the motion of the youngest clusters.
Note that the velocity perturbations from the density wave can be analyzed by applying a spectral analysis only based on OSCs with known space velocities. Therefore, to solve this problem, we took 209 youngest clusters (log t < 7.7) and found the parameters specified in the first column of Table 1 from them. The Galactic rotation curve for these OSCs and their residual tangential, ∆V circ , and radial, V R , velocities as a function of distance R are presented in Fig. 2 , while the power spectra corresponding to these velocities are presented in Fig. 3 . The rotation curve in Fig. 2a was constructed with the parameters from the first column of Table 2 , while the error in R 0 of 0.2 kpc was taken into account when constructing the confidence region.
When constructing Fig. 2 and applying a spectral analysis using Eqs. (7)- (11), we assumed the spiral pattern to be a four-armed one (m = 4) with the pitch angle i = −13
• . These parameters are close to the present-day estimates of the geometrical parameters of the Galactic spiral pattern (Bobylev and Bajkova 2014c; Hou and Han 2014; Valleé 2015). The signal amplitude is easily estimated from the power spectrum using Eq. (12). We found (see Fig. 3 ) that the perturbations in the radial velocities, where f R = 7.7 ± 1.4 km s −1 , manifest themselves with increasing amplitude, while the amplitude of the periodicity in the tangential velocities is only f θ = 5.6 ± 1.6 km s −1 . The significance of the main peak is p = 0.983 in Fig. 3b and only p = 0.884 in Fig. 3a .
However, the perturbations in the residual tangential velocities have a longer wavelength, λ θ = 2.6 ± 0.5 kpc. Based on Eq. (9), we then find i θ = −11
• ± 2 • (for R 0 = 8.3 kpc), which agrees satisfactorily with i = −13
• that we found from masers wit measured trigonometric parallaxes . From the radial velocities we have λ R = 2.1 ± 0.5 kpc and, consequently, i R = −9
• ± 2 • . As our analysis of various samples of OB stars showed (Bobylev and Bajkova 2015a) , the amplitude of the perturbations in the radial velocities usually exceeds that in the tangential ones. This is most likely due to the presence of significant noise in the cluster velocities. The revealed waves are shown in Figs. 2b and 2c . The Sun's phase in the spiral density wave is seen to be (χ ⊙ ) R = −85
• if this angle (increases toward the Galactic center) is measured from the Carina-Sagittarius arm (R ≈ 7.5 kpc). The wave in the tangential velocities has a shift by a value close to π/2. The Sun's phase for this wave is (χ ⊙ ) θ = −62
• . A peculiarity of our approach (Eqs. (10)- (11)) is that we take into account the logarithmic behavior of the spiral density wave. It can be seen from Figs. 2b and 2c that the revealed waves have a distinct logarithmic behavior (the wavelength λ increases with R).
On the Geometry of the Spiral Pattern
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the spiral pattern in the distribution of OSCs is visible, but only in the sample of youngest clusters (log t < 7.7). However, there is significant noise even in the distribution of these young OSCs.
We simulated the distribution of young clusters on the Galactic XY plane as a function of errors in their distances. For this purpose we generated a model sample of 280 points corresponding to the clusters populating the Local Arm (100 points) and two more distant segments of the spiral arms, Perseus and Carina-Sagittarius (90 points in each). The Local Arm was represented by a line segment with a total length of 6 kpc that was slightly displaced from the Sun toward the Galactic anticenter and oriented at an angle of 13
• to the Y axis (Bobylev and Bajkova 2014d ). In this model the segments of the Perseus (X ≈ 9.5 kpc) and Carina-Sagittarius (X ≈ 7 kpc) spiral arms are represented as arcs of circumferences.
We generated three realizations by the Monte Carlo method with the addition of random errors to the distances of 10%, 20%, and 30%. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 4 , where the upper panel shows the initial model.
Our simulations showed the following: (i) if the objects lie on the line of sight, as is the case for the edge segments of the Carina.Sagittarius arm (II, X ≈7 kpc) and the Local Arm, then the belonging to the specified model is retained even at large random errors in the distances; (ii) from the distribution of objects in the Perseus arm (III, X ≈9.5 kpc) that lie on different lines of sight we can draw the conclusion about a fundamental similarity to the distribution of the youngest (log t < 7.7) OSCs (Fig. 1) for a random error level of at least 20%. Figure 5 presents the distribution of the sample of 209 OSCs with known space velocities on the Galactic XY plane. In comparison with the distribution of the youngest OSCs (Fig. 1) , the connection of OSCs with the plotted spiral pattern is seen more clearly here. The Local Arm and part of the Carina-Sagittarius arm are especially prominent. This is probably because the selection of cluster members and the distance determination are made more reliably at known line-of-sight velocities and proper motions.
In Fig. 1 we have more cases where the candidates for clusters were selected based on the proper motions of individual stars with a comparatively low accuracy. This causes the errors in the distance estimates to increase and, consequently, the spiral pattern to be blurred. The motion of such clusters more likely reflects the kinematics of the Galactic "background" than the clusters themselves. However, such a smoothing effect is more likely useful than harmful in determining the Galactic rotation parameters.
The cluster age is also important. For example, Dias and Lépine (2005) showed that OSCs with an age of no more than 20 Myr are closely connected with the spiral structure.
DISCUSSION
At present, there is a sample of more than 120 maser sources whose trigonometric parallaxes were measured by the VLBI technique with a high accuracy, with a mean error of ±20 mas and, some of them, with a record error of ±5 mas. We detected the influence of the spiral structure only in the spatial distribution and kinematics of the youngest clusters whose age does not exceed 50 Myr. It is interesting to compare the parameters found from these clusters, such as the velocity perturbation amplitudes f θ , and f R , the wavelengths λ θ , and λ R , and the Sun's phases in the spiral density wave (χ ⊙ ) θ , (χ ⊙ ) R , with those determined from other samples.
For example, Bobylev and Bajkova (2015a) analyzed spectroscopic binaries and OB3 stars with the calcium distance scale based on a spectral analysis. Based on a sample of spectroscopic binaries, we found the following parameters for the model of a four-armed spiral pattern (m = 4, R 0 = 8 kpc): f R = 9.5 ± 1.5 km s −1 and f θ = 3.2 ± 1.4 km s −1 , λ R = 2.8 ± 0.5 kpc (i R = −13
• ± 4 • ) at the Sun's phase in the spiral density wave
• . We obtained the following estimates from a sample of OB3 stars with the calcium distance scale: f R = 11.8 ± 1.3 km s −1 and λ R = 2.1 ± 0.3 kpc (i R = −9.5 • ± 1.7
• ) at the Sun's phase in the spiral density wave (χ ⊙ ) R = −86
• ± 7 • . We can see that the wavelengths λ θ , λ R and the Sun's phases in the spiral density wave (χ ⊙ ) θ , (χ ⊙ ) R found in this paper from clusters are in good agreement with the results of the analysis of OB stars, Cepheids, and masers. The fairly large amplitude of the perturbations in the tangential velocities of OSCs f θ = 5.6 ± 1.6 km s −1 , which from samples of OB stars usually turns out to be no significantly different from zero, is of considerable interest.
The connection of the spatial distribution of young OSCs with the spiral structure was pointed out by many authors ( • , while based on a joint analysis of OSCs, HII clouds, and Cepheids these authors hypothesized the existence of a 12-armed spiral structure in the Galaxy (Loktin and Popova 2007 ).
Hou and Han (2014) gave an overview of the present-day estimates for the parameters of the spiral structure obtained from objects (HI clouds, HII regions, molecular clouds, and masers) distributed over the entire Galaxy. These authors justify the four-armed model with a pitch angle close to −13
• . Based on a sample of 565 classical Cepheids, Dambis et al. (2015) found the pitch angle i = −9.5
• ± 0.1 • within the four-armed model of the spiral structure. According to the latest estimate by Valleé (2015) obtained by analyzing various indicators, the pitch angle of the four-armed spiral pattern in the Galaxy is i = −13.1
• ± 0.6
• .
CONCLUSIONS
The Galactic rotation parameters were redetermined using a large sample of open star clusters from the MWSC (Milky Way Star Clusters) catalogue produced by Kharchenko et al. (2013) . An important advantage of the catalogue is the homogeneity of its proper motions that were obtained using the PPMXL catalogue (Röser et al. 2010 ).
The circular rotation velocity of the solar neighborhood around the Galactic center was found from data on ∼2000 OSCs to be V 0 = 236±6 km s −1 for the adopted Galactocentric distance of the Sun R 0 = 8.3 ± 0.2 kpc. The Oort constants A = −14.52 ± 0.32 km s −1 kpc −1 and B = 13.95 ± 0.48 km s −1 kpc −1 found in this solution show that the Galactic rotation curve is nearly flat in the solar neighborhood. This solution was obtained using almost all clusters from the catalogue, because they are all provided with the proper motions. In addition, the line-of-sight velocities of the clusters were also involved in the solution.
Remarkably, the Galactic rotation parameters (Ω 0 , Ω 
